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Fueled by the advent of digital assets backed by blockchain infrastructure, the world’s
currency markets are undergoing a revolution. Traditional finance must now grapple with
how to integrate its operations with this emergent technology.
To ensure stability of the financial markets during this transition, Onomy proposes a reserve-based migration of the finance
industry to the blockchain. Onomy acts as a base layer reserve bank for the minting of blockchain representations of
national currencies, officiating the merge between centralized finance (CeFi) and decentralized finance (DeFi). Onomy will
be the rails to plug the fiat currency market into DeFi by enabling users to mint, trade, lend and pay with stablecoins of all
denominations. Through this scope, Onomy intends to become the world’s Decentralized Reserve Bank.
The pillar of the worldwide economy that enables trade between countries is the foreign exchange market. As the most
liquid market globally, its purpose is to facilitate import and export settlement between countries while both retail and
institutions take part in speculation. Statistics report the value of the global Forex trading market is estimated at over $2.409
quadrillion annually, with $6.6 trillion across 170 fiat currencies being traded daily. Onomy is preparing for a future where all
transactions within this vast market take place on-chain.
Since the dawn of money, access to currency markets has been used by intermediaries and broker banks to maintain their
market share. The greatest force of change on currency market dynamics was the advent of internet and electronic
trading. These technologies increased competition among Forex banks and their ancillary service providers, driving them to
build public trading platforms in what was previously only an institutional market.
Enter stage left, blockchain, which eliminates settlement risk and provides for trustless transactions with no intermediaries.
From its invention, distributed ledger technology progressed until finding its most valuable product-market fit, the rapidly
growing decentralized finance industry. The success of this fit is evidenced by the growth in the total value of locked DeFi
assets which amounts to $80 billion as of May 2021 – up from $1 billion just a year ago. Decentralized finance has gained
traction by giving anybody the opportunity to participate in institutional activities such as liquidity provisioning with
Automatic Market Makers (AMM), while commanding complete control and ownership of their assets. These viral
advantages have made incorporating blockchain into traditional finance processes not only inevitable, but imminent.
The Great Finance Migration has begun and Onomy is the critical infrastructure needed by importers, exporters, and dealer
banks to securely adopt and operate within this emergent paradigm. Through the use of fiat stablecoins named Denoms,
banks will be able to support trade between countries and find safe-havens for value preservation. Through the use of
cross-chain liquidity aggregation provided by the Onomy Bridge Network, assets may be moved more efficiently between
blockchains. Lastly, through the use of the Onomy Exchange, banks may trade, in real-time, native assets on all blockchains
regardless of finality time of the origin chains.
These tools aim to release the shackles of previous generations of blockchain while affording both retail and institutional
users convenient interoperability between CeFi and DeFi. Onomy prioritizes user experience with equal focus on usability
and functionality. This mentality has led to the development of Natural Rights, a single sign-on non-custodial private key
management solution, the Onomy Market Protocol (integrated Automated Market Maker with Order Book), as well as Equity
(a byzantine fault tolerant consensus protocol that fairly orders all transactions based on network traversal). Through these
technologies and backed by robust rewards to all network participants, Onomy intends to become the de facto bridge
between traditional and decentralized finance.
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Onomy is grounded and tempered by the financial frameworks of the past so that we may
build a more stable future. Understanding this journey requires an analysis of the guiding
financial philosophy, with the focus being centered on the dynamics of collateral, currency,
and inflation.
In the 19th century, the fractional reserve system, advocating for the collateralization of only a fraction of bank deposits in
liquid reserve, was born. Instead of guarding deposits, the banker finances loans while managing net cash flows and the
risk of default of those loans. At any given moment, the bank only needs enough liquid reserves to cover withdrawals and
may sell off loans, as a form of collateral, to cover any shortfalls. This allows money that would have otherwise been
hoarded, to be deployed back into the community.
Paper, notes and early forms of more complex derivatives drove to a fundamental shift in how tradesmen financed their
export and import operations. Banks formed ‘new men’ that financed their operations, versus those whom controlled trade
but relied on accumulated wealth alone, often referred to as ‘made men’. The ‘new men’ were not required to risk their
accumulated wealth, being content with lesser profit margins, as opposed to the ‘made men’. These ‘new men’ were able
to buy larger lots with deeper wholesale discounts and price their goods lower giving them a competitive advantage. This
led to the inception of a brand-new system of credit, born out of the fractional reserve banking system, based on the ability
to reliably pay down debt which has survived to this day.
The efficiency of these instruments allowed supported economies to grow quicker than metal specie collateral systems.
Even though the efficiency of capital increases leads to hotter periods of economic growth, the stability of the monetary
system is drastically diminished during times of contraction. The fractional banking system resulted in the wealth of a
nation being determined no longer by the collateral or stocks held by the nation, but by the magnitude of positive net
economic activity or net currency flow into a nation.
The struggle to tame the interdependency between economic activity and wealth that the fractional reserve system
introduced, brought on a pendulum-type effect between Austrian economic policies that advocated for full
collateralization of paper money and fractional reserve-based economic policies. This led to the proposal of a central bank
of last reserve which was contemporaneously chronicled and advocated in Bagehot’s, Lombard Street.
The tug and pull effect went on through the middle of the 20th century, with the USD being crowned as the world’s reserve
currency by way of the Bretton Woods Agreement. The effects showcased the power that a majority ownership of a scarce
collateral, in this case gold, could have on global monetary structure. Because the majority of the world’s gold reserves
were held in the United States, USD was exchangeable for USA gold at a set price of $35/ounce. All other currencies had
their exchange rates fixed to USD, bringing a time of order and stability to the worldwide financial system.
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During the latter part of the 20th century, foreign currency markets were revolutionized by the arrival of the digital computer
and the ability to automate order books via electronic exchanges. The Nixon administration, in 1973, ended the Bretton
Woods agreement paving the way for a marriage between currency and computers. Money is now represented by bits on
a digital ledger rather than paper currency, making international control over the printing of currency infeasible. Past
monetary systems, such as the one under the Bretton Woods agreement, relied on the difficulty of passable counterfeit
currency as well as physically securing the currency printing plates to ensure that countries were not creating unauthorized
inflation. As opposed to paper currency, centrally managed computer systems hosting digital ledgers do not have this
property, allowing “double spending” which, when exploited, leads to uncontrollable inflation.
In 2009, the world went through an economic crisis that caused the Chinese government to come out in support of Bancor,
the supra-national unit of account proposed by John Keynes’ as part of the Bretton Woods Conference. Coincidentally,
Satoshi also published the Bitcoin whitepaper that year. Bitcoin would go on to be the world’s first currency that was not
governed by a country; however, due to the network’s properties, it is too slow to be useful as a method of payment.
Fast forward 12 years, Bitcoin is recognized as a global store of value and decentralized finance has gained extreme
traction. Public awareness of cryptocurrency is at an all-time high and meme coins such as DOGE are in vogue. Stablecoins
like DAI, have been prototyped, tested and validated. Cross-chain has taken over cross-border payments as the new
frontier. With all the unstructured change to the global monetary system, history would tell us that we are in for a reckoning.
At Onomy, we believe that a holistic approach to the integration of the world’s fiat currencies with blockchain is in order, or
else, consequences are imminent. Together, guided by the wisdom of history, we will create the world’s decentralized
reserve bank that will serve as the agoras between countries and blockchains.

Decentralized finance (DeFi) refers to an

open, permissionless, and highly interoperable protocol
stack built on public smart contract platforms.
It replicates existing financial services in a more open and transparent way. In particular,
DeFi does not rely on intermediaries and centralized institutions. Instead, it is based on open
protocols and decentralized applications (DApps). Agreements are enforced by code,
transactions are executed in a secure and verifiable way, and legitimate state changes
persist on a public blockchain. Thus, this architecture can create an immutable and highly
interoperable financial system with unprecedented transparency, equal access rights, and
little need for custodians, central clearing houses, or escrow services, as most of these roles
can be assumed by „smart contracts.“
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Onomy Protocol is used to mint, trade, and lend stablecoin representations of national
currencies called Denoms. Additional products and services, as detailed below, add
significant functionality and exposure to liquidity. By merging blockchain technology with
traditional finance and providing the fundamental infrastructure for the inclusion of these
markets in the digital asset economy, Onomy achieves accessibility otherwise not possible.
Furthermore, Onomy’s core goal is to provide a singular platform from which market
participants can enter and exit all digital asset ecosystems.
The Onomy Network is a Layer 1 blockchain network built on the Cosmos Ecosystem. Cosmos is based on the Tendermint
protocol, backed by the IBC framework. Tendermint is the first working proof-of-stake consensus protocol while IBC allows
for cross-chain functionality between Cosmos blockchains. Interoperability is further enhanced with bi-directional bridges
to prominent blockchain networks outside of the Cosmos ecosystem. Onomy has also developed Equity, a new consensus
algorithm that will provide the required transaction throughput as well as leaderless ordering, addressing validator front
running.
The native variable asset of the Onomy Protocol is $NOM. $NOM is used to secure the network through staking and as
collateral for the minting of Denoms through the Onomy Reserve (ORES). The Onomy Decentralized Exchange (ONEX)
provides Automatic Market Making price discovery used to rebalance collateral ratios of ORES minting accounts.
The Onomy Protocol will incentivize $NOM staking with a dual regime inflationary schedule. The initial hyperbolic hyperinflationary period, with a peak reward of 100% ARR inflation, is designed to drive network participants to stake and secure
the network.
Denom supply in the market is determined by ORES minting and burning as well as staking with validators. Denom minters
are incentivized to deposit $NOM in ORES accounts by negative interest rates. Delegators, those participants that delegate
or bond $NOM and Denoms with validators, are incentivized to delegate their Denoms to validators to receive an
inflationary reward. Inflationary rewards at validators, both for $NOM and Denoms, are controlled by the percentage of all
coins staked with validators. This control variable is decided by a vote of $NOM holders and directly effects supply within
the market. The inflation rate is a dependent of the control variable and fluctuates to incentivize staking, minting or burning
of Denoms to balance the monetary system.
Lastly, Onomy Protocol will be governed as a decentralized autonomous organization, providing $NOM holders with the
opportunity to guide the decision-making process through $NOM-weighed votes. By combining these fundamentals,
Onomy Protocol fosters the realization of a financial framework that bridges traditional markets with the digital asset
economy, where individuals and institutions worldwide may seamlessly utilize Denoms to access efficient and secure Forex
transactional capabilities that occur on a cross-border railway with instantaneous settlement.
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Onomy network (ONET)
The ONET is a Cosmos-based decentralized peer-to-peer computational network that processes transactions submitted
by users and rewards operators in ONET‘s native protocol coin, $NOM. The blockchain trilemma is solved, with the ONET
achieving scalability, decentralization, and security without compromise. Built on a proofof-stake (PoS) model, validators
yield $NOM for upholding network-wide integrity, with disincentives for ill-willed behavior.

Onomy exchange (ONEX)
The Onomy Exchange (ONEX) bridges the gap between the Forex market and the realm of virtual currencies. ONEX is a
base-layer decentralized exchange used by Onomy participants to trade $NOM and Denoms. ONEX is integrated with
Onomy Reserve to handle reserve accounts‘ maintenance and rebalance collateral ratios.

Onomy reserve (ORES) and Denoms
The ORES governs minting of stabilized virtual currencies, called Denoms, utilizing $NOM as collateral. As Denoms became a
trusted substitute for their represented fiat currencies, currency flow grows as Denoms become the go-to means of
payment, with P2P transactions processed in an efficient, immutable, and selfstabilizing manner. The ORES also enables
collateral-based stablecoin lending, enhancing the DeFi lending market. The Onomy Reserve delivers additional technical
functions, indispensable to protocol’s framework.

onomy's product roadmap
Onomy Wallet

Onomy Validator

The safe spot to manage NOM and

Central interface to become an established mainnet

Denom holdings

validator and monitor

Onomy Bridge Hub

Onomy Exchange

Bridge assets cross-chain, and obtain yield for

Supports the trading of Denoms and is closely tied

providing liquidity, liquidity aggregation

with the Bridge Hub

Onomy Mint

Onomy Stake

Supports the minting of Denoms using $NOM

Earn yield and transaction fees for staking NOM

as collateral

and Denoms

Onomy Bonding Curve Platform

Onomy Liquid Stake

Home to the Bonding Curve Offering

Tokenized liquidity & contribution incentives
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ROADMAP
High Level

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

TLA+ Specifications

Onomy Exchange

Onomy Network

Development

Testnets

Onomy Wallet

Exchange & Bridge

Development

Audits

Ethereum & EVM Bridge

Securing Validators

Bonding Curve Platform
Development & Audit
Formal Verification of
TLA+ Specifications
Product UI/UX Design

Development

Animated Explainer

Simulation Research

Film

phase 4

phase 5

phase 6

Onomy Network

Onomy Exchange

Onomy Reserve

Mainnet

Launch

(Stablecoin Minting)

Onomy Access

Onomy Exchange

Stablecoin (Denom)

Wallet Launch

(EVM) Launch

Staking

Bonding Curve Launch

$NOM Exchange Listings

ONEX Denom

ONET (Cosmos SDK)

NOM Staking & Bridge
Incentives

IBC Integration
Liquidity Incentives

Exchange Pairs
Lending
SUPRA
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Utility Revamped
Characteristics

The $NOM utility token holds significant importance to the Onomy ecosystem. Via its multiple economic characteristics,
$NOM acts as the perfect collateral to the minting of Denoms.
Malleable
Scarce

Ability to mint any denomination of a stabilized virtual currency
Predefined release into circulating supply and token burns

Transferable
Durable
Verifiable
Fair

Transactions settlement occurs almost instantly
Secure and decentralized system capable of self-stabilizing from attacks
Anonymous accounts are publicly verifiable on the network
Transactions are ordered by which arrives at the most nodes first

Staking Incentives
The Onomy Protocol will incentivize $NOM staking with a dual regime inflationary schedule. The initial hyperbolic hyperinflationary period, with a peak reward of 100% ARR inflation, is designed to drive network participants to stake and secure
the network.
Minters, those precipitants that use $NOM to mint Denoms, are incentivized to deposit $NOM in ORES accounts by negative
interest rates. Delegators, those participants that delegate or bond $NOM and Denoms with validators, are incentivized to
delegate their Denoms to validators to receive an inflationary reward. Inflationary rewards at validators, both for $NOM and
Denoms, are controlled by the percentage of all coins staked with validators. This control variable is decided by a vote of
$NOM holders and directly effects supply within the market. Inflation rate is a dependent of the control variable and
fluctuates to incentivize staking, minting or burning of Denoms to balance the monetary system.

$NOM Token Distribution
Private Rounds: 20% (20M NOM)

100,000,000
$NOM

Team & Partners: 20% (20M NOM)
Ecosystem: 20% (20M NOM)
*Strategic Reserve: 40% (40M NOM)
*Governed by Onomy DAO
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Onomy’s goal is to create a convenient way for users to get prompt access to $NOM and
have an instant market with liquidity and deterministic pricing. The Bonding Curve Offering
therefore acts as an automated market maker (AMM), providing token buyers with
significant benefits.
Bonding curves are cryptoeconomic token models that automate the relationship between price and supply. The tokens in
this model are referred to as Continuous Tokens because their price is continuously calculated. In continuous token
models, there is no ICO or token launch. Instead of pre-selling tokens during a launch phase, the tokens are minted
continuously over time via an automated market maker contract.
Continuous Tokens have other properties such as instant liquidity and deterministic price. Bonding curves act as an
automated market maker such that token buyers and sellers have an instant market. Additionally, bonding curve models
don’t have central authorities responsible for issuing the tokens. Instead, users can buy a project’s utility token through a
smart contract platform. The cost to buy these tokens is determined by the supply of those tokens. Unlike traditional
models, the cost of these tokens increases as the supply increases. This price is determined by a pre-existing algorithm. A
fee of 1% is applied per trade with the bonding curve.
The Onomy Protocol token, NOM, is publicly distributed through a bonding curve contract deployed on the Ethereum
Network that issues wrapped tokens (wNOM). There will be 100M $wNOM loaded into the AMM. wNOM will be exchanged 1:1
with NOM on the Onomy Network. An interface will be provided for this exchange, commonly referenced as „bridging“ wNOM
tokens from Ethereum and into the Onomy ecosystem for NOM. When bridged, wNOM is burned from the bonding curve,
and supply is issued on the Onomy Network. ETH may only be removed in proportion to the wNOM equivalent that has been
bridged and burned from the BCO AMM.

Benefits of the Bonding Curve Offering include:
Deterministic Price: The buy and sell prices of tokens increase and decrease with the number
of tokens minted.
Continuous Price: The price of token n is less than token n+1 and more than n-1.
Instant Liquidity: Tokens can be bought or sold instantaneously at any time, with the bonding
curve acting as an automated market maker. A bonding curve contract acts as the
counterparty of the transaction and always holds enough ETH in reserve to buy tokens back.
Collateralization: In conjunction with the staking inflation curve, ETH acts as reserve backing of
NOM.
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Today’s Forex market oligopoly sees banks and large players like asset managers, highfrequency traders, and brokers, take advantage of trading channels and relationships that
the public has little access to. In turn, the retail side sees reduced visibility brought on by an
amorphous structure, allowing large players to charge fees on both sides of the transaction
while controlling pricing information. Similarly, vast inefficiencies leave retail customers to
bear high costs and suboptimal transaction times brought on by improper infrastructure for
retail traders.
Factors like volatility, confusing regulation, lacking infrastructure, and limited on-ramps from fiat are restricting virtual
currencies from being used as the mainstream payment vehicle. Moreover, the materialization of Forex settlement risk has
devastating effects within the economy, as transacting parties fail to fulfill obligations and erode trust at a structural level.
The Onomy Protocol adjusts the balance between institutional and retail involvement over Forex trading, removing entry
barriers to retail traders and providing institutions with a better and more composable interface. Stablecoin integration into
Forex markets relies on fiat interfaces within the cryptocurrency market to provide liquidity, a component that Onomy has
given significant thought to. The customer demand comes naturally within the highly-connected virtual domain where the
main driver for adoption is the need for less volatile instruments usable for value storage, arbitrage, and liquidity
provisioning. Onomy’s demand is also funneled from participants looking for fiat on-ramps into the crypto ecosystem.
As important as the market fit that Onomy provides, is the infrastructure on which it is built. It is our firm belief that the
underlying logic that drives a decentralized global reserve bank must be auditable above the code level. TLA+ is a
mathematics language used to specify distributed systems for mission critical global deployments at companies such as
Amazon for largely successful S3 storage platform. TLA+ has also been used to understand business logic where there are
complex interactions between parties. Decentralized finance is the combination of both business logic and decentralized
systems so it is proper that all pillars of Onomy will be specified in TLA+ to ensure that logic is sound before it is
implemented into computer code.
In addition to the detail at the logic design phase, Onomy is also providing certified Red Hat distributions of its client and
validator software with a convenient user interface. The goal with standardization is to provide institutions an auditable
deployment for compliance and insurance purposes. In concert with Natural Rights, a re-encryption access management
solution, the Onomy network will be an enterprise grade public blockchain with support for organizational management.
This comprehensive approach to networking, collateral, inflation and monetary structure is well suited to migrate the
foreign exchange markets to blockchain. The stability of financial markets depends on how resilient a bridge we can build
from the past to the future. Onomy is the corner-stone of the necessary bridge from traditional finance into decentralized
finance. Together, we will build the future.
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DISCLAIMER AND NOTES: By reading or accessing this Litepaper in any way you automatically acknowledge having read, understood
and accepted any other published and related documentation as well. For the avoidance of any doubt, Onomy including but not
limited to the overall project, the website, all its software including any smart contracts and apps (“Onomy Platform”) as presented in
this conceptual paper is a decentralised digital token management platform and it is not (not it is required to be) an actively licensed
or regulated or exempted financial, or payment or digital asset service or VASP of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology
used in this document, or in general in the Onomy Platform is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal
meaning of the same terms in a regulated financial environment, and/or any other regulated framework including but not limited to emoney or payment services. The NOM token is a strictly utility token in any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a
security or otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or an asset backed stablecoin, whether
global or limited in scope. This document taken by itself is not, nor it can be construed as a contract, an investment contract or a
contractual agreement of any kind, it is not an invitation or offer to invest in Onomy or acquire or use its token in any way with any
expectation of future profit. Any user of the Onomy Platform declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative, tax and
legal advice before and after reading this document, the website and using any part of the Onomy Platform (including any tokens
therein) and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto token, platform,
software, interface and acknowledges with full disclaimer for any of the persons or entities mentioned within this Litepaper or in any
way directly or indirectly connected to the Onomy Platform, that there can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss.

